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ABSTRACT

For an M/G/1-type queueing system with a different service time distribution for thefirst

customerserved in a busy period, we considertwotypesof vacationpolicies for the removable

server andinvestigate the transient and steady-state behaviourof the waiting time process

for the FIFO discipline. We then extendthe steady-state analysis to the case where the server

applies a combination of a vacation policy and the (0,k)-policy.



1. Introduetton

In [1], Levy & Yechiali studied the steady-state of two

M/G/1 models in which the removable server leaves the system

for a "vacation period” whenever a service terminates with no

customers left in the queue.

We show that "Model 1” and "Model 2” in [1] - extended

by considering a different service time distribution for the

first customer served in a busy period - are both examples of

the generalized queueing system considered in [2] and [3], for

which the transient behaviour of the waiting time process was

studied via an algebraic approach based on the concept of

Wendel projection in the case of arbitrary interarrival and

service time distributions [2] and by using integral represen-

tations of the involved operators in the case of interarrival

times or service times having a rational characteristic func-

tion [3]. From the results in [3], we derive the transient

behaviour of the waiting time process for our extended Models

4 and 2 and, aS a limit result, we get the stationary dvetri-

bution of this process.

We then generalize the models by considering a combina-

tion of the vacation policy and the (0,k)-policy and extend

the steady-state analysis of [1] for what the queue length concerns.

2. Desertption of the models

Customers e. n 20, arrive according to a Poisson process

of parameter A and are served in the order of their arrival.

We introduce the following notations relative to customer

Ein 20)
n

Ve : the arrival instant ;

v : the service initiation instant ;

UA : the departure instant
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and define the random variables

ao=T = 7 Cinterarrival time) ;
n n+1 n

d= T’ - max (T"_,, T_}) (delay imposed on €5;
n n nt n n

s =7" - T! (service time of ©.) ;
n n n n

w..= Tlo- 7 (waiting time of €@ 3s
n n n n

voe T= T (sojourn time of €_),
n n n n

for which the following relations hold

(n 21)

s = os if T <7" ;
n on n n-1

>
18h a‘ Ta Thea

where Gl 88 ai apt ior is a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors,

independent of fa tiso:

For Model 1

d = 0 if T ST") or T >" tu
n n nod n n-1 n

” eT iet  <T <T  4#u,Tied * es Ts if Tel qT, aSiJ uy

where Tu, } os is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, inde-

>» 4S o> J .pendent of f(s, 18 Beg by

Cu is the duration of the single vacation during which

the server leaves the system if no customers are left in the

queue at Tra)
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For Model 2

d =0 if To <7" 3
n n n-4

i i-1 ds

Th-4 ees “hv - T tf Tha 2 “hv <1, S M1 se “navv=1 , va , v= ,

(i 21)

where the u.. (n 21, v 21) are i.i.d. random variables in-
ns

dependent of {(,s.> Sn? ane tis:

Cu u are the durations of the successive vaca-n,1” °n,2’
tions during which the server leaves the system if no customers

are left in the queue at Th

vacation, he finds a non empty queue)

until, coming back from such a

3. Transtent and steady-state behaviour of the sojourn time

and the watting time processes

Using the fact that the arrival process is a Poisson

process, it can be derived from the above description that

where {,d } 5, is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables inde-
Ton na

 

  

pendent of {( ss, ,s , a i} >,’ the common distribution of
on 1h n-1° n#41

which is given by

for Model 1

“8 Sn 4
E (Ce d= Goy [eu (A) - Au (8)] (1)

for Model 2

“6 ad
tony 2 otA .E Ce Js to oe [u () u (ol, (2)

-8u -8 u y
where u (8) denotes either E (Ce ") or E le Baty
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Thus either model is an example of the generalized queueing

system considered in [2] and [3].

Supposing that vy is independent of the vectors

(,d)> een? +P at aii, )ntand using the following notations

<0 W. -8 w

h_ (0) = E Ce }3 g (0) = — le a
o oO

A a9) vy A -6 Wh

h (6) = ZX z E le Jag (6) = 2 z E le )
2 n=0 c) 10

([24] <1)

-8 49 -8 a8

a wp) @ 4, 25

we deduce from the results in [3] that

-—1{6 -byey MO) = gS eeer=A, OO

+z bez) [d a (0) + (@ - A) a (6) 4s (631 }

1
eetegsos,

* rz [,s (0) g, (6) - hy (ey] +

Bz) (6) =

+2 (LA + (8 - 2) 4d (6) +

+z 4a (8) Cs (8) - 8 (6) }

h_ Ce (z))
Q

with BG _eS

4 = 4% he: :€2);) 48 Ce (z2))

where, for |z| <1, € (z) denotes the unique zero of the func-

tion @- A} +zar 62 (6) in the half-plan Re 6 > 0.

The function ,d (@) is given by (1) and (2) for Models 1 and 2
4

respectively.

Putting u 0 m c
3

0 m c

d
1

4 mn

=
a

5

o in m o : 4 es N
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and supposing that these expectations are finite and that

rv oS <1, one gets, for the stationary distributions

(2)
h (6) = lim (1 - z) h (6) + g (6) = lim (1 - z) Bi 2) (6)

Zz" 2

As (0) + (@- A) ,d (6) »s (0)
o 4 4

h (eh = TST STH =

A+ (6 - AJ ,d (6) +A d (6) Cs (6) - ,s (6))
4 “t o 4
 g (0) =& So he a8 C8)

1-d OS
with § = ————___—

1-2 CS - 49 +248

For Model 1, ,d (8) is given by (1) and a> ASE

   . 5. Aw OD -ie i =For Model 2, 49 (8) is given by (2) and 44 Lire OO

Particularizing relation (3) to the case where °° (8) = 3 (6),

one gets the expressions given in [1] for the steady-state dis-

tribution of the sojourn time in Models 1 and 2.

4. Combinatton of the vacation poltctes with the (0,k)-poltey

In this section, we generalize the models described in sec-

tion 2 by combining the vacation policy with the (o,k)-policy

(k 2 1) i.e.

for_Model_1 : when a service terminates with no customers

left in the system, the server leaves for a single vacation.

When coming back, he immediately initiates a busy period if at

least k customers are queueing ; otherwise, he waits until k cus-

tomers are present to start serving again ;

for Model _2 : when a service terminates with no customers

left in the system, the server leaves for successive vacations,

until, coming back from such a vacation, he finds at least

k customers queueing.
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The steady-state analysis performed in [1] for k = 1 can

be readily extended. We consider the instants uy To? wane ts

at which either a service or a vacation period terminates (where

by vacation period, we mean a single vacation for Model 1 and a

sequence of successive vacations for Model 2) and we define

x = (i ,. 1_.), where 1. denotes the queue length at t. + O and
n n n n n

i, is O (respectively 1) if a vacation period (respectively a

service) terminates at tae

Putting

pi = lim Pr [1_ = jli_ = 1]
i] nee n 4

and supposing that O° <1, we get the following expression

 

 

 

 

 

 

for the generating function pik) (z) = = zd pi) ([z| <1)\4 0 ji4
dg

~ for_Model_4
K-41 Kk

s (AU-z2)) [uQ1-z)) + 2b. (2-20) - 6s (A423)
(kK) tK) 2 r=o__ 7 °Pia fa) = &

Zam o (NG Z))
oO

1-A Ss
Ck) °with Go) = ma —

Au+ ZY b Ck-r) - ACs - 8)
reso 7 o 4

r

where b_ = f Pht Oh _ dPrfu. < t] (r 20)
ir o = n

- for_Model_2
Njin tay 12 A-2)) 8 Mozy = 98 CAC-2))

Pia (2) = 8 (4)
z- os (\(1-z))

o

te Xe
with ah 2

my Cs - 8)
o i

where B Wes) = D 2 pr in’? = rl
Pk

mS ee nth),

33)



Mk) ;
n denoting the number of customers arriving during a vaca-

tion period.

 

YOK) “I
The B (z) and pak, k 2 1, can be recursively derived

using the following relations

 

ke~ me -Bez) cr - by = bo2P CBR (2) - abe u teed) >be
r=4 (5)

k-1 Qe

nel @ = bre BbweM yg (6)
r=1

 

Model 2 can be further extended by allowing the distribu-
. ; e * 5 5tion of the duration uy 0 of the v~ vacation in a vacation period>

to dependon the number of customers present in the system when

the vacation begins : given that this number is equal to r

(r = 0, «+, k-1), the conditional distribution of u 3 has the
ns

Laplace-Stieltjes transform uy, (6) (we put Ug (6) =u (6)).

[This generalization was suggested to me by Jacques Teghem Jr.]

Relation (4) still applies, as well as relations (5) and

(6), the random variable Acker) corresponding now to the model

combining the (0, k-r)-policy and the vacation policy in which

the conditional distribution of a vacation, given that r’ cus-

tomers are present when it begins, has Laplace-Stieltjes trans-

formu, (@) (r’ = 0, ..., k-r-1).
eee
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